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New estimates are given for the p-norms of zonal spherical functions on compact 
symmetric spaces. These estimates are applied to give a Cohen type inequality for 
convoluter norms which leads to negative results on p-mean convergence of Fourier 
series on compact symmetric spaces of arbitrary rank. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a recent paper 15 1 Dooley established estimates from below for p-norms 
of irreducible characters on compact Lie groups. Nice applications of these 
estimates to divergence results for Fourier series on compact Lie groups were 
proved by Giulini ef al. [8] (cf. also [9]). In [6, 71 a Cohen type inequality 
for Jacobi polynomials is proved and leads to the solution of the divergence 
problem for Jacobi expansions and zonal Fourier expansions on compact 
symmetric spaces of rank one. 
In this paper we prove the extension of some of the main results in the 
papers above to compact symmetric spaces of arbitrary rank. Also, in the 
special case of compact Lie groups our proofs are new and more in the spirit 
of paper [7]. 
Before stating our results explicitly we introduce the notations that will be 
used throughout the paper. General references for the harmonic analysis on 
compact symmetric spaces are [ 10, 11, 191. We take the notations from 
1111. 
Let u be a real semi-simple Lie agebra of compact type and let g be the 
complexification of u. Let 8 denote the Cartan involution of g with the 
corresponding decompositions (cf. [ 10, Chap. VII]): g = t @ p, u = t, @ p* 
and g,, = I, @ p0 with p* = ip0. Let a, be a maximal abelian subalgebra of 
p0 and let h be a Cartan subalgebra of g containing a, + a, with a, = ia,. 
Let d denote the root system of the pair (9, b) and C the system of restricted 
roots of the pair (g,,, a,,), and write A+ and C+ for systems of positive roots 
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with respect to compatible orderings. Let P, denote the set of restrictions of 
all roots in A+. 
Let G be a simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g and let U and K 
be analytic subgroups of G with Lie algebras u and I,,. Furthermore, let 
X= U/K be the associated symmetric space of compact type of dimension n. 
The (K-)zonal spherical functions of the Gelfand pair (U, K) correspond in 
the following way to the irreducible unitary representations of class 1 of U. 
If (n,X) is such a representation and e E j-r is invariant with respect to 
n(K), then the corresponding zonal spherical function is given by 
Denote by n the set of equivalence classes of representations of class 1 of U. 
Via the theory of dominant weights n can be identified with the set of 
dominant integral linear forms k on h such that 
6) A Ibnr = 0, 
(1) 
(ii) A is real on a0 and (A, a)/(cr, a) E N 
for all a in Z+. 
Here ( , ) denotes the scalar product which comes from the Killing form. Put 
IL1 = (A, A)l’2. We call a finite linear combination of zonal spherical 
functions rp, with A E /i and IL] <R a zonal spherical polynomial on X of 
degree <R. Let L”(X), 1 < p < co, denote the usual Lp space on X with the 
norm II . IL Let T,: Lp(X)-+ Lp(X) denote the convoluter defined by 
T, g = f * g, g E Lp(X). Set I]]f I]], = sup ]I T, g I],, where the supremum is 
taken over all zonal g in Lp(X) such that ]I gllp = 1. A zonal function in 
L’(X) has the expression 
with c*(j) = l,f(x) rjp,(x) dx and d, = (sX ]~~(x)]‘dx)-‘. dA is the 
dimension of the representation associated with A. Let p, ,...,p, be the 
fundamental weights of the class 1 representations of U (cf. [ 18)) and let 
a, ,..., aI be the set of simple roots of (g, h) such that their restrictions are the 
set of all simple roots of (go, h,,) (cf. [ 181). Our main results are as follows. 
(i) Let R > 0 and 1 < p < q < co. If t, is a zonal spherical 
polynomial on X of degree Q, 
II dlq < Cp.pRn(l’p--‘q) llt,l/,. 
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(ii) If p > 1 there exists a positive constant Kp (depending only on X 
and p) such that 
(iii) If 1 E /1 satisfies inf,= i ,...,, (A.+p,a,)>C/l+plforsomeC>O 
(P = i Cad+ a) and p > 1. then 
where I = dim a, (=rank X). 
(iv> If co,,,..., q,, are N distinct zonal spherical functions, ci,..., c,~ 
complex numbers of modulus greater than or equal to one and 
M= mink=,,...., Nk with N,= card{aE A+: +k,ct)#O}, then for all 
p > 24M 
where const, and ap = a,(X) are positive constants. 
(v) There exists a constant C > 0 such that 
for all 1 E /i. 
In the special case of compact connected semi-simple Lie groups (ii) and 
(iv) were proved by Giulini et al. in [8, 91, (iii) by Dooley [5] and (v) by 
Price [ 141. Result (i) follows for rank X= 1 from Lemma 1 in [7] and is 
also new for compact connected semi-simple Lie groups. As a consequence 
of (iv) divergence results for Fourier series in Lp(X) are obtained. From (iii) 
and (v) we deduce a divergence result in Lp(X) as Newman and Rudin did in 
[ 13 J in the case of Jacobi expansions. Finally (v) shows that /1 is a local 
zonal /i, set. This leads to a result on the derived algebra of the space 
L:,(X) of all zonal functions in Lp(X). 
2. INEQUALITIES OF Lp NORMS 
OF ZONAL SPHERICAL FUNCTIONS 
In this section we state and prove results (i), (ii), and (iii) and prove some 
related corollaries. 
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LEMMA 1. For each zonal spherical polynomial on X of degree ,a and 
l<p<q<az onehas 
II 43 llq < cp,qR”(“P- 1’q) II t, llp7 (2) 
where the constant CP,q only depends on p, q and X. 
Proof. (a) Define for r > 0 the Dirichlet kernel D,, = CIA,,, d,qp,. 
Thus for a zonal spherical polynomial t on X of degree <rR we have 
D,, * t = t and by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality one gets 
Iltll, = IID,, *4x, < IIDrRlIz . lltll,. 
From the orthogonality relations for the zonal spherical functions (qA)npA 
one gets II% II2 = (CIA, GrR 4)“‘. d, is a polynomial of degree n -1, 
I = rank X. This is a consequence of Weyl’s character formula 
(3) 
and (1). Hence IIDrRl12 = 0 ((rR)“/*). 
(b) Let F c A be the set of all frequencies with occur in t,, i.e., 
We introduce a partial ordering on A by putting 1, < A2 if (A,, pi) < (A,, pi) 
for all i = l,..., 1. Now we use the following result of Vretare [ 181 (cf. also 
[4]). For any two zonal spherical functions v)*, and v)** there are complex 
numbers c,(A,, A,), TV E A, such that 
Now choose r as the least even number greater than or equal to p. Then we 
get from (4) that t$* is a zonal spherical polynomial on X of degree <(r/2)R. 
Hence we can apply (a) with t = tz* and get 
my I t,(x)l’l’ < C,R”/* (,, I t&r) l’* 
< C,R”‘* III:; I t,(x)I+p”2 (It,llf,‘*. 
Thus 
and we have proved (2) for q = 00. Hence we get 
which implies (2). 
COROLLARY 1. For p > 1 there exists a positive constant K, (depending 
only on X and p) such that 
Ildlp>Kp l~l-n’p (A E A). (5) 
Prooj Take R = IAl, I, =qPn and q= co in Lemma 1. Since (Ivnlla = 
p,(eK) = 1 assumption (5) follows from (2). 
Let A4 E N be defined as in (iv). 
COROLLARY 2. For p > I there exists a positive constant K,, (depending 
only on X and p) such that 
(A E A). (6) 
ProoJ We can identify the points (m,,..., m,) E L’ and C!=i rnipi E a,,. 
Then L’ 3 (m ,,..., m,) = A + dA is a homogeneous polynomial of degree 
n - f. From Weyl’s dimension formula (3) we get 
dA > const(mf: + ... + rn~y) > const /Al”‘. (7) 
Thus (5) and (7) imply (6). 
If 13. stays away from the walls of the Weyl chamber we get the better 
estimate. 
COROLLARY 3. Suppose A E A satisfies 
inf (I+p,a,)>CIl+pl 
h-l...../ 
for some C > 0. Then for p > 1 
Ild;‘*~,&, > bp,cd;‘2~“‘(“-“‘P, (8) 
with a positive constant b,,, which only depends on p, C and X. 
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ProoJ An easy computation shows by (1) that 
d, = ,G+ (A+Pva) @, a> > const IV-‘. 
Thus (8) follows from (5). 
For k E L r(X) let T: L”(X) + Lp(X), 1 < p < co, denote the convoluter 
defined by Tf = k *f, f(G Lp(X) and set ll/klll, = sup I( Tfllp, where the 
supremum is taken over all zonal f in L”(X) such that j]filp= 1. It is an 
easy consequence of Lemma 1 that estimates from below for the L I norm of 
zonal spherical polynomials t on X lead to estimates from below for the 
operator norm 111 t IlIp. 
COROLLARY 4. Let tR be a zonal spherical polynomial on X of degree 
a and 1 <p< CO. Then 
lII~,III&~plld/~ a~“‘~. 
Proof From Lemma 1 we get 
(9) 
IIt,tllm <Cp,mRJPIl~,dp. 
Choosing E > 0 and f,., E La(X) such that [lf,,,ll, = 1 and 
(10) 
II t, *fR,rlla3 2 Ill t, lllm - 6 
one has IlfR,ellp G C llfR,,IIm f or all R > 0 and from (10) one gets 
IlltRIll, a c II47 *fR,611p 
W,llt, *fR,tllmR-“IP 
~~p[IIIt,IIlccO-‘4/P 
=K,[ljt,ll, -E]R-*~. 
Hence (9) follows. 
Remark 1. (4 {dY*rp.A,, constitutes an orthonormal system in L*(X). 
Estimates (6) and (8) are interesting only for p > 2. For 1 < p < 2, a 
complete solution of the boundedness from above and below follows from 
Theorem 2 in the next section. Denote by q(X) the lowest upper bound of all 
p> 2 such that supAEA Ild~2~Allp < co. By Corollary 3 we get 
v(X) < W(n - 0 
(b) In the special situation of rank X= I= 1 the zonal spherical 
functions {(D*}~~~ can be viewed as Jacobi polynomials. Thus all the results 
in this section follow from the results in [7, Section 21. Moreover, one can 
580/44/l-6 
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deduce from the results in ]7J that q(X) = 2n/(n - 1) and that the value v(X) 
is not attained since )Idfj2v)~/~,Cx, > const(log A)““(*) (cf. Lemma 2 in 171). 
This is proved by an asymptotic formula for Jacobi polynomials. 
(c) Suppose U is a compact connected semi-simple Lie group. Let U* 
denote the subgroup ((u, u): u E U} of the product group U x U. Then 
(U x U, CT*) is a Riemannian symmetric pair of compact type. The coset 
space X = U x UjU* is diffeomorphic to U under the mapping (u, , uz) U” -+ 
UlU2 - ’ (u, 7 4 E v>. 
,4 can be identified with the dual object I!? of U and the functions 
xn = d”2 1 qn, ,? E 0, are the characters of U. For simple and simply 
connected U Clerc proved in [3] that v(U) > 2n/(n - I). More recently 
Giulini et al. 19, Theorem 31 proved, by Weyl’s character formula, 
IIXCN- I)Jn(U) > K,(log N)l’R(“), which shows that q(u) is not attained. 
3. A COHEN TYPE INEQUALITY 
FOR ZONAL SPHERICAL POLYNOMIALS 
The aim of this section is to apply the norm estimates for zonal spherical 
functions to the theory of Fourier series on X. Our main result is the 
following Cohen type inequality for convoluter norms. 
THEOREM 1. Let n denote the dimension of X and 1 the rank of X. If 
rp are N distinct zonal spherical functions on X, c,,..., cN complex 
?&&s?f modulus greater than or equal to one, then, for all p > 2n/M, 
III 
N 
C cj * d,,Poj 
III 
> const, Nap, 
j=l P 
(11) 
where const, and ap = a,,(X) are positive constants. 
For the proof of Theorem 1 we need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 2. There exists a sequence dfA)ne,, of zonal continuous functions 
on X with 
(i> IlfJ, < I WI (A EN9 
(ii) c,(fJ = 0 for w < I. (co, 1 E A) or ifw is not comparable with A, 
(iii) ] cAuI)] > const d; I’* (In I + co ). 
Proof: (a) A, = exp a, is a closed subgroup of U. The symmetric sum 
S(A): A* + C is defined by S(,I)(exp H) = C,, ePcH), H E a,, where the 
summation is over all ,B in the orbit of ,I under the action of the Weyl group 
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W of Z. $(A) will denote the unique zonal continuous extension of S(A) to 
the whole of X. Denote by D, the function D,(exp H) = n,..+ sin a(iH), 
HEa,. Define f,:X+C by 
Then (i) is obvious. We get 
3(1 + 4p) D,(exp H)* = $(A + 4~) n (eCncH) + eatH) + 2). (13) 
fXEP+ 
The left factor in (13) is symmetric under W by construction. Let ai be a 
simple root in Z+ and s,, the reflection 
Then saj permutes the elements in ,?Y+ which are not proportional to ai [ 11; 
Chap. VII, Lemma 2.2 I]. 
Thus D,(exp(s,,(H)))* = D,(exp H)*. Hence the right factor in (13) is 
also symmetric under W and thus the product in (13) is symmetric under W 
and can be expressed as the finite sum 
It is easy to check that one can write (14) in the form 
cS(4 + c C”3(V), 
v>A UEA 
(14) 
(15) 
where the constant c does not depend on A. 
Let w EA and let rr be the class one representation with the highest weight 
w. Choose a unit vector e, in the representation space RU of w such that 
n(k) e, = e, for all k in K Let f r,..., f zU be an orthonormal basis of R” 
such that f j” belongs to the weight LUG, o, = w. Then 
rc(exp H) fY = ewi’“‘fr U-J E a,>, 
and 
- 
q,(exp H) = $ I(e, 1 fy)l’ ewitH). 
i=l 
(16) 
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We know (e, If:) # 0 (cf., for example, [15; Lemma 1, p. 65)). All 
appearing weights oi in (16) have the property oi < o. Thus the W 
symmetric function H + @,(exp H) allows the expansion 
- 
(o,(exp HI = c,f%~) + 1 c, Q), 
with c, > ](e, 1 fr)]’ = a(w). N ow let D(U, K) be the diagram of (U, K) and 
let Q, be a component of a, - D(U, K) whose closure contains 0. Then 
c&J = oofdev HI (oA(exp HI IWexp W dff. I 
From (12), (15) and (17) we get (ii) by orthogonality relations for the 
functions (jr(v)),,, . 
(b) For the proof of (iii) it is enough to show a@) > const dh “* for 
/I 1 large. 
It was proved in [ 121 that a(A) can be expressed by Harish and Chandra’s 
c function 
a(A) = c(-i(l + p?) (A E A), 
where p= f CaeP+ a. 
The explicit expression for c(n) is 
I(U) 
c(A) = -, 
ab9 
where 
Here m(a) denotes the number of roots in A+ whose restriction to a, is a and 
/? denotes the beta function. By the aid of the dimension formulas (3) and (1) 
we get by easy computations 
a(A) df;’ > cl@ + ~7) n (A + P; a)m’a)‘2, c > 0. 
ae.X+ 
From the asymptotic formulas lim ,r,+m(T(z + a)/~(z))e-a’ogz = 1 
(I arg z I < 7c - S), the assertion follows with z = m(a/2)/4 + (A + P; a) and 
a = m(a)/2. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Assume that dON > d, for all j, 1 < j < N. There 
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exists a p E {oi ,..., oN} such that oN <p and for all w E {wi ,..., c+}, either 
w is not comparable with /3 or o </I. 
With A =p one gets with the testing function in Lemma 2 and Corollary 2 
> 
/ 
K d’/2 - nlpM 
P 4 
By the Lemma in [8] and a result of Cahn [2] we obtain with q = card A+ 
(cf. also [8]) 
> const, d~12-“IpMWq 
’ > const, Nap 
for p > 2n/M. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose X is the compact symmetric space U/K. There 
exists a positive constant C (depending only on X) such that 
II dif2v, II12 C (18) 
for all II EA. 
ProoJ Let 1 E A. Then by Lemma 2 one gets 
lI&2dI~ = II&2&ll~ 
Remark 2. Theorem 1 extends the Cohen type inequality for compact Lie 
groups proved by Giulini et al. [ 81 to compact symmetric spaces X = U/K. 
The construction of the testing function in [8] depends on Weyl’s character 
formula which has no analogue for zonal spherical functions on arbitrary X. 
In the case rank X= 1 our Lemma 2 follows from Lemma 3 in [7] and the 
fact (cf. Remark 1) that the zonal spherical functions can be viewed as 
Jacobi polynomials. One gets A4 = n - 1 and up = (n - 1)/2 - n/p in this 
special case. 
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4. SOME APPLICATIONS 
We are now in a position to deduce divergence results for Fourier series 
on X. An increasing sequence (CJ of finite subsets of /i such that 
tJ,“= r ZN = n is called a grouping of A. To every grouping we associate a 
Dirichlet kernel D, = CweTN d,cp, and for every integrable f on X we form 
the partial sums S, f = D, *f with respect o the grouping. 
COROLLARY 5. For every choice of {,?I,} and every 1 < p < 00, 
p CC [2n/(2n -M), 2n/M] there exists a zonal f E Lp(X) such that 
(19) 
Moreover, for every 1 < p < 2n/(2n - M) there exists an f E Lp(X) such that 
Ii: s,up ]S, f (x)1 = a3 
-+ (20) 
for almost all x E X. 
Proof: Equation (19) follows from Theorem 1. Equation (20) follows 
from (19) and a theorem of Stein [ 171. 
For special groupings one can find better results (cf. [9; Corollary 61). As 
an example we prove 
COROLLARY 6. Let {ZN} be a grouping such that C,, ,\Z, contains only 
one element. Then (19) holds for 1 < p < co with p 6? [ 2n/(n + I), 2n/(n - 1)] 
and (20) holds for 1 < p < 2n/(n + 1). 
Proof. The grouping (2,) defines a denumeration A = {or, Ok,...} of/i. 
Then if the series 
c d,df) cp, WEZN 
converges for every f E L:,(X) as N + co, the series 
converges for every f E L:,(X). We must have 
d,,c,,df) Il~pw,llp = O(l) (21) 
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for every fE L&(X). Hence the Banach-Steinhaus theorem applied to the 
functionals (2 1) shows 
l/p + l/q = 1. Thus the assertion follows from Theorem 2 and Corollary 3. 
Remark 3. Corollary 5 extends the corollaries in [8] to the case of 
compact symmetric spaces. For Jacobi expansions Corollary 6 was proved 
by Newman and Rudin [ 131. For polyhedral partial sums with the additional 
condition that Z;, ,\zl, contains only one element Corollary 6 extends 
Theorem C in the paper of Stanton and Tomas [ 161. 
We end the paper with an application to local zonal np sets. Zonal 
measures on X are the analogue of central measures on groups. A great deal 
of the results on central and local central sidon sets and A, sets have an 
obvious analogue for zonal and local zonal Sidon sets and A, sets. For 
instance, similar to the central case one can prove that /i is not a zonal 
Sidon set. Zonal Sidon sets have to be finite. 
A set E c/i is said to be a local zonal A, set if there exists a constant M 
and an r < p such that for all 1 E E 
lIConllpofII(Pnllr. 
Hence we obtain, from Theorem 2. 
COROLLARY 7. A is a local zonal A, set. 
Remark 4. This result extends the theorem of Price [ 141 to compact 
symmetric spaces X. Let us mention that our proof does not use Cohen’s 
norm estimate on sums of exponentials. 
Let Qcx, denote the derived algebra of the subspace L:,(X) of zonal 
functions in Lp(X) and let SF denote the subspace of functions in t;,(X) 
having unconditionally convergent Fourier series on X. Analogous to 
Theorem 7 in [ 1 ] one can prove, by the aid of Corollary 7, 
COROLLARY 8. 
SJf = Q&) = L;,(x) 
for allp with 1 <p<2. 
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